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Factuality in Large Language Models
When was 

Sally Ride born?
#single fact

When was 
the first American woman 

to fly in space born?
#multi hop
#single fact

What new discoveries
from the James 

Space Webb Telescope 
can I tell my 9 year old about?

#several facts, generative

Google’s AI chatbot Bard makes factual error in first demo - The Verge

https://www.theverge.com/2023/2/8/23590864/google-ai-chatbot-bard-mistake-error-exoplanet-demo


Information retrieval with constraints

User: Find a list of books written by {Isabelle Allende} that 
have {a single word in the title}.

Assistant: The following books from Isabelle Allende have a 
single word in the title: Paula, Ripper, Violeta, Zorro.

c1

c2

g



GPT-4: Information Retrieval with No Context

GPT-4

GPT-4 Technical Report



Bing: Information Retrieval with Context

Bing

GPT-4 Technical Report



More examples

GPT-4unsatisfied constraint

not from Remarque

Bing

incomplete



In this talk

KITAB: Evaluating LLMs on Constraint 
Satisfaction for Information Retrieval; ICLR 2024
611 authors, 13,000 queries, 6 constraint types
https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.15511 
https://huggingface.co/datasets/microsoft/kitab 

Marah Abdin
Microsoft Research

Mert Yuksekgonul
Stanford University

Attention satisfies: A constraint-satisfaction lens on 
factual errors of language models; ICLR 2024
Mechanistic understanding + Failure Prediction
https://github.com/microsoft/mechanistic-error-probe 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.15098

Evaluation Understanding

https://arxiv.org/abs/2310.15511
https://huggingface.co/datasets/microsoft/kitab
https://github.com/microsoft/mechanistic-error-probe
https://arxiv.org/abs/2309.15098


Kitab: Information Retrieval (with constraints)

Research Questions:

RQ1: How does model performance vary depending on the type of constraint?

RQ2: How does model performance change if complete information is made 
available in-context?

RQ3: How does model performance vary depending on content popularity and 
constrainedness? 

RQ4: What are the main bottlenecks in constraint satisfaction queries in IR for 
current LLMs?



Benchmark design
Sampling Constraints

8200 one constraint queries
4700 two constraint queries
String operations
- Starts with the letter “x”
- Ends with the letter “x”
- Number of words = n

Entity recognition
- Contains a human name
- Contains a city name

Temporal
- Published between y1 and y2

Context Design

Michael Ende

Jim Button and Luke the 
engine-driver (1960)
Jim Button and the Wild 13 
(1962)
Mirror in the mirror (1984)
The Grey Gentlemen or Momo 
(1973)
The neverending story (1979)
The night of wishes (1989)
…



Kitab data distribution
Popularity

Number of sitelinks in Wikidata

Constrainedness

κ = 1 - S/N

N → Number of books by author

S → Number of books by author that 
satisfy the query



Benchmark design
Sampling Constraints

8200 one constraint queries
4700 two constraint queries
String operations
- Starts with the letter “x”
- Ends with the letter “x”
- Number of words = n

Entity recognition
- Contains a human name
- Contains a city name

Temporal
- Published between y1 and y2

Context Design

Michael Ende

Jim Button and Luke the 
engine-driver (1960)
Jim Button and the Wild 13 
(1962)
Mirror in the mirror (1984)
The Grey Gentlemen or Momo 
(1973)
The neverending story (1979)
The night of wishes (1989)
…

Verifiability and evaluation
Kitab also offers a process to benchmark 

cleaning and evaluation.

Dynamic data generation
It is possible to reproduce the process 

for a new sample.



NO-CONTEXT

List all books written by {author} (born in 
{birth_year}) satisfying all the following criteria. All 
book titles need to be in English. Think step-by-step. 
Give a 1-2 sentence reason for why the books satisfy the 
criteria. Criteria: {constraints} Remember that every 
book in the output list needs to satisfy all the 
criteria. Always finish your response with the following 
format. Do not add any additional text or comments after 
the output list.

Output:

1. Reason: <reason>. Title: <title>

2. Reason: <reason>. Title: <title>

...

N. Reason: <reason>. Title: <title>



SELF-CONTEXT

List all books written by {author} (born in {birth_year}) 
satisfying all the following criteria. All book titles need 
to be in English. Criteria: {constraints} First, retrieve all 
books by {author}(born in {birth_year}), then select the 
subset of books that satisfy the criteria. Remember that 
every book in the output list needs to satisfy all the 
criteria. Always finish your response with the following 
format. Do not add any additional text or comments after the 
output list.

Output:

1. Title: <title> 

2. Title: <title> 

... 

N. Title: <title>



WITH-CONTEXT (RAG Proxy)

The following is a list of books by {author} (born in {birth_year}) 
with publication dates in parenthesis. List:

{all_books}

Find all books in this list that satisfy all the following 
criteria. Think step-by-step. Give a 1-2 sentence reason for why 
the books satisfy the criteria. Criteria: {constraints} Remember 
that every book in the output list needs to satisfy all the 
criteria. Always finish your response with the following format. Do 
not add any additional text or comments after the output list.    

Output:    

1. Reason: <reason>. Title: <title>

2. Reason: <reason>. Title: <title>    

...     

N. Reason: <reason>. Title: <title>



Metrics

Model list

not from author
irrelevant info

satisfied
constraint

unsatisfied
constraint

Model list True list

=

all correct

True list

in model output
completeness

1 32



Model performance vs. context availability

NO-CONTEXT | SELF-CONTEXT | WITH-CONTEXT

Information irrelevance > 20%, and higher for self generated context. 
Addressed by RAG.
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Model performance vs. context availability

NO-CONTEXT | SELF-CONTEXT | WITH-CONTEXT

Information irrelevance > 20%, and higher for self generated context. 
Addressed by RAG.
Constraint satisfaction ~50%, partially addressed by RAG.
Completeness < 30%, RAG surprisingly at 70%.
All correctness remains challenging even for RAG.

G
P

T
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Model performance vs. constraint type

NO-CONTEXT | SELF-CONTEXT | WITH-CONTEXT

Ends-with string constraints difficult to satisfy. 
Starts-with string constraints with higher irrelevant information. 
Word count string constraints have very low completeness.
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Model performance vs. constraint type

NO-CONTEXT | SELF-CONTEXT | WITH-CONTEXT

Entity constraints are easier if applied to a whole context list of books.

G
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Model performance vs. author popularity

Fast transition of lower irrelevance, but no further improvement for high 
popularity.
Constraint satisfaction does not improve for more popular authors.



Model performance vs. constrainedness

Constraint satisfaction improves for lower constrainedness.
Information irrelevance does not improve for lower constrainedness.



Conclusions and bottlenecks

• LLMs still do not store ALL information, retrieval augmentation 
still needed. 

• Retrieval however needs to be done independently and reliably 
and is not only a matter of “chain of thought”. 

• Some constraints need to be delegated to programmatic 
solutions, but not all constrained can be programmed. 

• What is a constraint? Can they be detected automatically?



Understanding
RQ1: How does model attention change when it can and 

cannot satisfy constraints?

RQ2: Can we predict model failure using model’s internal 
attention flow?



Background - Transformers

Figure in [Meng et al. 2022; Locating and Editing Factual Associations in GPT]



Background - Transformers

∀𝑙 ∈ 𝐿 ∶  𝑥𝑖
𝑙 = 𝑥𝑖

𝑙−1+ 𝑎𝑖
𝑙  + 𝑚𝑖

𝑙

𝑚𝑖
𝑙 = 𝑊𝐹

𝑙(𝑊𝐹
𝑙(𝑎𝑖

𝑙+ 𝑥𝑖
𝑙−1))

𝑎𝑖
𝑙 = 

𝑗=1

𝐻

𝐴𝑙,𝑗 (𝑋𝑙−1𝑊𝑉
𝑙,𝑗

)𝑊𝑂
𝑙,𝑗

Transformer

Attention contribution

MLP contribution
Figure in [Meng et al. 2022; Locating and 

Editing Factual Associations in GPT]



Problem setup

User: Find a list of books written by {Isabelle Allende} that 
have {a single word in the title}.

Assistant: The following books from Isabelle Allende have a 
single word in the title: Paula, Ripper, Violeta, Zorro.

c1

c2

g
Understanding

How does model attention change when it can and cannot satisfy 
constraints?

Can we predict model failure using model’s internal information flow?



Information flow in prior work
Extract Transfer Promote

[Meng et al. 2022; Geva et 
al. 2021] performs 
intervention experiments 
to show that facts are
encoded in MLP layers. 

[Geva, Bastings, et al. 2023] 
knocks out the attention 
between the subject
and the generation tokens 
to test the role of 
information transfer.

Critical information flows in 
the middle upper layers.

[Haviv et al. 2022] tracks 
the probability of output 
tokens for memorized vs. 
non memorized idioms.

Memorized tokens are 
promoted in the later layers.

Common among prior work: analysis of <subject, rel, object> for cases when the 
model succeeds at information retrieval. What happens when it fails?



Attention flow for characterizing failure and 
information “popularity”

max𝑗∈[𝐻] 𝐴𝑐,𝑔
𝑙,𝑗

|𝑎𝑐,𝑔
𝑙 | = | σ𝑗=1

𝐻 𝐴𝑐,𝑔
𝑙,𝑗

(𝑋𝑙−1𝑊𝑉
𝑙,𝑗

)𝑊𝑂
𝑙,𝑗|

Attention contribution 
constraint (c) → generation (g)

Where is the attention focused

Figure in [Meng et al. 2022; Locating and 
Editing Factual Associations in GPT]



Billie Jean (1983) 

Michael Jackson

Dance The Night 

(2023) Dua Lipa

LLAMA-2 13B (40 layers)
User: Tell me the performer of the <song>

Assistant: The performer is

Insight: For many successful queries on popular information, high attention contribution is 
observed from the constraint to the generated tokens. 
For many unsuccessful queries on less popular information (or unknown to the model) attention 
contribution from the constraint to the generated token remains flat.



User: Tell me the director of the <movie>
Assistant: The director is
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Popularity and Constrainedness

Insight: Quicker transition for Llama 70B Insight: Constrainedness impacts all model 
sizes. Model size does not help with highly 
constrained queries.



Scale and Popularity
High popularity Low popularity

1 40 1 40

1 32 1 32

1 80 1 80



Tracing constraints

Insight: Flow of attention contribution from constraints to the generation can be used to debug 
which constraint was not satisfied.



Predicting factual errors (SAT-Probe)



Predicting factual errors (combined approach)



Insights on model improvement

• Informing RAG techniques on when and what to retrieve (requires 
constraint tracing).

• Informing multi-model and multi-agent debate on what follow up 
questions to ask (requires constraint tracing).

• Using synthetic constraint satisfaction tasks to foster model 
grounding.
• With soft prompting: Teaching Language Models to Hallucinate Less with 

Synthetic Tasks; ICLR 2024 [contact: Erik Jones & Hamid Palangi]
• With instruction tuning



Soft-prompt tuning via synthetic tasks

The following is a list of names:

[100 Names]

List the first 5 names where the first name starts with Z in 
the order that they appear. Include both the first and last 
name in the response. If there are not 5 names that start with 
Z, return all of the names in the list that start with Z in 
the order that they appear

Test if names start with the right letter and are from the 
list.

Synthetic constraint 

satisfaction task

Teaching Language Models to Hallucinate Less with Synthetic Tasks; 
ICLR 2024 [contact: Erik Jones (UC Berkeley) & Hamid Palangi (MSR)]

Erik Jones
UC Berkeley

Hamid Palangi
Microsoft Research



Soft-prompt tuning via synthetic tasks

[Li et al. 2021; Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous 
Prompts for Generation]

Adds relevant context to the prompt
Searches for the best relevant context
Cheaper than fine-tuning

Instruction
prompt

Toy Task
prompt

Main Task
prompt

Instruction
prompt

Main Task
prompt

E(Instruction) E (Toy Task) E (Main Task)

Embedding Embedding Embedding

Prompt tuning

E(New Instruction) E (Main Task)

Toy tasks

SQUADRegularization



Vision Forward

Benchmark 
Construction

EvaluationUnderstanding

Model 
Improvement

A unified framework consisting of a new set 
challenging benchmarks, metrics, visualizations, 

controlled experiments, and end-to-end interactive 
evaluation approaches that can become the basis of 

the new development and scientific tools to 
understand and improve large-scale model 

capabilities on fundamental and emerging abilities.

together with: Neel Joshi, Hamid Palangi,
Rahee Ghosh Peshawaria, Vibhav Vineet, Clarisse 
Simoes, Shweti Mahajan, Vidhisha Balachandran 
(joining from CMU)

AI Frontiers - Microsoft Research

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/lab/ai-frontiers/


Prior work mentioned in this presentation

[Meng et al. 2022; Locating and Editing Factual Associations in GPT]

[Geva, Schuster et al. 2021; Transformer Feed-Forward Layers Are Key-Value Memories]

[Geva, Bastings, et al. 2023; Dissecting recall of factual associations in auto-regressive 
language models]

[Haviv et al. 2022; Understanding transformer memorization recall through idioms]

[Li et al. 2021; Prefix-Tuning: Optimizing Continuous Prompts for Generation]
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